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Notes on Contributors
Clare Downham is Senior Lecturer at the Institute of Irish Studies, University 
of Liverpool. Her research focuses on Viking Age history and contact across 
the Irish Sea in the Middle Ages. Her work has appeared in scholarly journals 
including English Historical Review and Irish Historical Studies, and magazines 
such as History Ireland and BBC History Magazine, and she has been a con-
sultant for the BBC, Channel 5, National Geographic, TG4, and others. Her 
most recent book, Medieval Ireland AD400–1500, was published by Cambridge 
University Press in 2017.
Michael McAteer is Associate Professor of English at the Institute of English 
and American Studies, Pázmány Péter University, Budapest. He is the author 
of Standish O’Grady, AE, Yeats (Irish Academic Press, 2002), Yeats and Euro-
pean Drama (Cambridge University Press, 2010), and the editor of Silence in 
Modern Irish Literature (Brill Rodopi, 2017). He has published a broad range of 
chapters and essays in edited volumes and journals over the past twenty years. 
Most recently, these include pieces on Oscar Wilde in The Oxford Handbook 
of Modern Irish Theatre (Oxford University Press, 2016); on Standish O’Grady 
in Standish O’Grady’s Cuculain (Syracuse University Press, 2016); on Yeats 
and Joyce in BELLS (Belgrade English Language and Literature Studies, 2016); 
and on Brian Friel in the edited volume Theatre and Human Rights Since 1945 
(Palgrave Macmillan, 2015). He is Director of the Budapest Centre for Irish 
Studies, affiliated to EFACIS (European Federation of Associations and Centres 
for Irish Studies) at KU Leuven.
Ragini Indrajit Mohite is an independent scholar. She received her PhD 
from the University of Leeds where she has since been a Teaching Fellow in 
English Literature and a Postdoctoral Fellow. Her essays have appeared in South 
Asian Diaspora and James Joyce Broadsheet. She is currently working on her first 
monograph about Yeats and Tagore’s transnational twentieth-century literature.
James Moran is Professor of Modern English Literature and Drama at the Uni-
versity of Nottingham, UK. He has been a Philip Leverhulme prizewinner; a 
British Academy Mid-Career Fellow; and, since 2010, the presenter of a month-
ly book review on BBC Radio Nottingham. He is the author of Staging the Easter 
Rising (Cork University Press, 2005), Irish Birmingham: a History (Liverpool 
University Press, 2010), The Theatre of Seán O’Casey (Bloomsbury Methuen 
Drama, 2013), The Theatre of D.H. Lawrence (Bloomsbury, 2015), and the editor 
of Four Irish Rebel Plays (Irish Academic Press, 2007). He is currently editing 
an edition of George Bernard Shaw’s shorter plays for Oxford University Press.
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Elizabeth Muller is Associate Professor emerita at Nantes University and 
currently teaches British and American literature at the Catholic University of 
Paris (ICP). Her major field of expertise is poetry, in particular, the intersec-
tion of English poetry and Mediterranean sources of influence. A great deal of 
her published work is on Yeats’s debt to Greek culture, philosophical as well 
as literary. She recently published “Yeats’s Prologue to A Vision: The Mask of 
Derision” in Yeats Annual 19. She also wrote a book on Yeats for the Atlande 
Editions (2007), and co-organized conferences on the occasion of Yeats’s an-
niversary in 2009 at the University of Lille III and Emory University, Atlanta. 
She has also co-edited and introduced a book on the poetry of Yeats and Hill, 
published by Peter Lang Editions, for which she wrote an essay on Yeats and 
Dante’s La Vita Nuova.
Jack Quin is an AHRC-funded PhD candidate in the Department of English 
and Related Literature at the University of York. His research explores the re-
lationship between poetry and sculpture in the work of Yeats. He will soon be 
taking up a postdoctoral fellowship at Trinity College Dublin, funded by the 
Leverhulme Trust.
